
Contemporary Photography Special Interest Group: Dec 8, 2021 Meeting 

Thank you everyone who attended our November 10, 2021, meeting. There were excellent 

comments and great discussion around the photographs that were submitted. However, I must 

confess that I gave you a piece of wrong information with respect to my photographs. I said that 

they were taken using a 70 mm lens, I should have said they were taken with a prime 85 mm / f 

1.8 lens. 

For our next meeting, December 8, 2021, please provide me with no more that three images on the 

theme of “Human Altered Landscapes”. These can be new images or images you already have. 

Please email them to me, at the above address, no later that midnight Sunday December 5, 2021. 

As we discussed at our last meeting, here is a link to a YouTube video. We heartily recommend 

that you watch this before you start this assignment. This video runs 54 minutes, and it is an 

excellent overview of this topic.  

Human Altered Landscapes / Efren Olivares 

For those of you who wish to dig deeper into this topic we recommend reading: 

• Photography and Landscape by John Giblett and Juha Tolonen 

• Contemporary Photography Theory by Sally Miller 

• Photography as Activism by Michelle Bogre 

• Photography, Truth and Reconciliation by Melissa Miles 

• Ecomedia by Stephen Rust, Salma Monani and Sean Cubitt 

• The Social Documentary Photography of Milton Rogovin by Christopher Fulton 

Please submit your images in the format below: 

• Jpeg 

• 100 DPI 

• 1000 pixel on the longer edge  

I will assemble the images into a slide show that I will share with everyone at our December 

meeting. 

The photographer will first get to address their image and then the floor will be opened for 

discussion. The available time will be divided equally between all the photographers that submit 

images. There will be no scoring or ranking of images.  You are free to go where your imagination 

leads you. 

When we get closer to the meeting date I will send out the Zoom Link. 

..david buzzeo 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cnFTVRHchDI

